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Preparation and Buzzing

I'll make an argument here for the need to at least attempt a few minutes of buzzing the
lips before using a mouthpiece or horn. It is important for students to understand that
horn playing, like singing, depends on a vibration generated by the player and not by the
instrument itself. Therefore, the quality and reliability of the tone is more dependent upon
personal perception and reflexes than it is upon "equipment." Any effort directed toward
this understanding, including- five or ten minutes of "buzzing" or attempts to do so, is a
valuable- able starting procedure.

Buzzing without the mouthpiece: The goal is a sound like that of a bee or large fly.
Syllables are most effective aids. I use the word DIM or EM to set the lips. Saying it
several times, vigorously or even angrily, gives a good feeling for "set" of lip corners and
placement of teeth (about the thickness of a tongue-tip apart) and lips.

Try it again, blowing air against closed lips for a feeling of com- compression of the air
stream (later known as "support"). Exhale, three or more times, to gain a sensation of
firm lip-set and air stream compression.

For a vibration: moisten lips, set, and let a sudden puff (NO TONGUE, please) of air out.
Probably, no buzz will occur. Doing it more vigorously, with a teacher demonstration,
will eventually produce the desired result. It may help to place two fingers in a "V" over
the lips to restrain them or to place the mouthpiece on them and try buzzing. The syllable
of the airburst is PEH. Combining DIM-PEH (with no observable movement of the lips
except the buzz), gives a good basic set.

Setting the Mouthpiece

The low register of the horn requires that a 2/3 to 1/3 ratio of upper to lower lip within
the mouthpiece be used. I place the mouthpiece on the student's embouchure myself and
ask them to hold it in place with thumb and forefinger (so I can see). Remove and reset a
dozen times; then introduce the buzz. The student's ability to find this "groove" is most
important and making a new one for a student who has habitually used too little upper lip
is major undertaking...best to find the "groove" from the outset.

No details about right or left hand will be given here except to say that the only way a
small player can get a good downward angle to the mouthpiece is to be sure that the left
hand pulls the horn leadpipe downward and straight toward the music stand. Most likely
the student will need to turn the lower body, or at least the right leg, somewhat to the
right.



The Lower Jaw

Once a buzz is consistent (without the horn but with the mouthpiece), it is a good practice
to see that the student flexes the lower jaw (I ask them to "chew.") both silently and with
a buzz. The effect is rather siren-like. For smooth slurs, consistent quality of tone, and
ease of response in range extremes, it is necessary to have lower jaw flexibility. Once
again, syllables are useful. As the jaw move downward, high register "ee" becomes
middle register "oh" and low register "aw." The lower jay pivots up and inward or down
and outward. For students who can whistle, the setting of tongue and jaw is much the
same in horn playing as whistling. I often ask students to try whistling intervals of fourths
and fifths to get the "ee-oh-aw" oral cavity shapes and sizes.

The only alternative to a flexible jaw is "stretch and pucker." Those are difficult concepts
to change later; establishing jaw movement from the outset is worth the effort. The other
way encourages pressure. The result is uncertain response and inconsistent tone quality
from register to register.

Tonguing

The embouchure is frequently disturbed by the tongue. Hornists use TU and DU or often
TDU for a marcato. Generally, it is a broader tongue than one uses on trumpet. It's THU
that interferes with both lips and teeth, resulting in a nastiness not appropriate in horn
playing.

Essentials of the Horn Embouchure

1. Setting of the mouthpiece rim above the lip-line on upper lip, thereby making
effective use of the underlying muscle.

2. A downward, rather then horizontal, angle to the leadpipe, thereby allowing free
vibration of the upper lip.

3. A flexible lower jaw, thereby establishing the basis for ease register shifts and
oral cavity adjustment.

#1-Correct Result
EXAMPLE #1

More often than not, a reasonable tone will be produced if you have carefully introduced
the embouchure formation.

#2-No Tone, Rushing Air
EXAMPLE #2

In this instance there are four possible causes:

1. Lips not together (spread aperture).
2. Too much pucker in the lips ("oo" shape).



3. Dry lips, dry mouthpiece.
4. Insufficient air to make lips vibrate.

REMEDY: Re-form and maintain the EM lip formation to eliminate possibility of spread
aperture and too much pucker. Dry lips and mouthpiece can be eliminated by having the
student lick his lips and the inside of the mouthpiece. To eliminate insufficient air, review
breathing exercises.

#3-Airy Tone
EXAMPLE #3

This is one step above #2; the tone is now evident as actual pitch but the same basic
problems exist. In this case, however, it is less likely that dry lips or insufficient air will
be responsible for the sound. More often the causes will be:

1. Lips not together (spread aperture).
2. Too much pucker in the lips ("oo" shape).

REMEDY: Re-form EM and watch carefully for severe change of lip position when
student starts to play.

#4-Tight, thin tone
EXAMPLE #4

Pinched tone quality is invariably pro- produced as a result of tenseness. In addition to
more localized tension, the entire body often plays a significant role in this area.
Specifically- speaking, the three common causes are:

Tense, excessively pursed lip formation.

1. Too much pucker in the lips (hard "oo").
2. Tight, closed throat.

REMEDY: Work with the student to be sure he is relaxed and then return to re-
reformation of EM but with less exaggeration so that the lips do not bite, pinch, pucker,
or excessively purse together.

#5-Completely Stopped
EXAMPLE #5

This possibility is a severe exaggeration of #4. No tone of any kind occurs due to:

1. Tense, excessively pursed lip formation.
2. Mouthpiece pressure toward lips.
3. Closed throat.



REMEDY: Review breathing procedures for closed throat. Also review "EM" formation
and emphasize less exaggeration of that formation. Watch for excessive mouthpiece
pressure.


